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Abstract—In multi-tier storage systems, moving data from one
tier to the next can be inefficient. And because each type of
storage device has its own idiosyncrasies with respect to the
workloads that it can best support, unnecessary data movement
might result. In this paper, we explore a fully connected storage
architecture in which data can move from any storage pool
to another. We propose a Chunk-level storage-aware workload
Analyzer framework, abbreviated as ChewAnalyzer, to facilitate
efficient data placement. Access patterns are characterized in a
flexible way by a collection of I/O accesses to a data chunk.
ChewAnalyzer employs a Hierarchical Classifier [30] to analyze
the chunk patterns step by step. In each classification step, the
Chunk Placement Recommender suggests new data placement
policies according to the device properties. Based on the analysis
of access pattern changes, the Storage Manager can adequately
distribute or migrate the data chunks across different storage
pools. Our experimental results show that ChewAnalyzer im-
proves the initial data placement and that it migrates data into
the proper pools directly and efficiently.

Index Terms—Storage, Fully connected storage, Hierarchical
Classifier, Data placement, Data movement

I. INTRODUCTION

To reduce total cost of ownership (TCO), enterprise storage

vendors are seeking a way to efficiently incorporate different

storage technologies and devices into one storage system,

where each particular type of device can form a storage pool.

Various combinations of flash-based Solid-Stated Drives (SS-

Ds) [18] and Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) have been extensively

studied [35]. Today, more storage devices and technologies are

emerging such as phase change-memory (PCM), spin-torque

transfer RAM (STT-RAM) and memristors [33] —that can

serve not only as non-volatile memory, but also as promising

high performance non-volatile storage [28] (termed Storage

Class Memory (SCM)). The performance of SCM is close to

memory. In the foreseeable future, however, the cost per byte

of SCM will still be much more than that of traditional storage

devices such as flash-based or spinning disks. Different devices

and technologies have unique performance characteristics,

and such diverse storage technologies in one system make

enterprise storage hierarchies more interesting. What used to

be a two-tiered hierarchy (dynamic random access memory

(DRAM) and HDD) is quickly broadening into multiple tiers.

In the past, storage tiering has been viewed as a method of

achieving both performance and affordability. The expected

process of data placement is that fast tiers serve a group of

intensive workloads for better performance and slow tiers are

persistently storing the rest of the data blocks to provide lower

cost and higher capacity [36]. Data is migrated from one tier

to the next when data access frequency changes. However,

moving data between tiers in a predetermined order can be

inefficient and it can lead to unnecessary data movement in a

diverse multiple storage pool environment.

With proper initial data placement and efficient data migra-

tion, storage systems can consist of multiple storage pools that

are fully connected with data that is stored in an appropriate

storage pool to suit the system’s current workload profile. Each

storage pool has its own unique price-performance tradeoff and

idiosyncrasies with respect to the workload characteristics that

it best supports. In addition, the workload profile might change

from time to time. Thus, it is challenging to decide how data

should be placed in a storage pool initially and when to migrate

data from one storage pool to another.

Current commercial multi-tier storage systems from Dell

EMC [2], [5], HPE [1], IBM [6] and NetApp [11] provide

a block-level interface to customers. Compared with file-level

management, block-level management provides finer granular-

ity of control but is challenging because of its limited access

information from the upper layers. In this paper we focus on

dealing with data blocks at the chunk level. A chunk is a set

of consecutive data blocks.

Accurate chunk-level workload characterization can help

a system determine which resources are adequate for the

associated requests. The traditional hot and cold data classifi-

cation methodology is employed in the tier-by-tier case [16].

Each data chunk is characterized by a certain access pattern,

typically, high or low I/Os per second (IOPS) in a period of

time. A greedy migration policy is followed to move data

chunks according to their access patterns between different

storage pools [20]. However, the employment of different

dimensions can generate entirely different access patterns.

Workload profiling is closely related to a particular device

technology. For example, it is valuable to pay more attention to

write requests when both SSDs and SCM are considered. Al-

though both offer better random IOPS than HDDs do, because

of the out-place-update and lifetime issues, researchers and

developers still prefer to reduce random writes on flash-based

SSDs [17], [25]. Furthermore, applications such as big data

processing (e.g. Hadoop) have their own characteristics (e.g.,

streaming or batch processing) [20]. As a result, conventional

methods of storage workload analysis that orient to tier-by-tier



TABLE I
STORAGE I/O WORKLOAD CHARACTERIZATION DIMENSIONS.

I/O size
I/O Intensity

Read/Write ratio
Randomness/Sequentiality

Local-access

cases do not apply to multiple differentiated storage pools.

In this paper, to explore data access patterns in such a fully

connected topology, we propose a Chunk-level storage-aware

workload Analyzer framework, abbreviated as ChewAnalyzer.

Specifically, we make the following contributions:

• A detailed experimental study of several enterprise block

I/O traces that also shows the shortcomings of the existing

methods of profiling block-level workloads

• A framework to conduct cost-effective data management

across multiple differentiated storage pools by using a

Hierarchical Classifier [30]

• A trace-driven evaluation with SCM, SSD and HDD to

show the improvement that ChewAnalyzer contributes

II. I/O WORKLOAD ANALYSIS

Unlike the workload analyses for caching, we focus on

data access characteristics over longer durations. Page-level

cache replacement policies usually make quick and heuristic

decisions that are based on temporal changes to impel memory.

The decisions for data movement in large-scale heterogeneous

storage systems are more cautious and generally perform at

predetermined intervals (by the hour or by the day) or on

demand.

A. Preliminary I/O Workload Analyses

To analyze the I/O traces, generally, we divide the entire

storage space into fixed-size or variable-size chunks. For our

study, we focused on fixed-size chunks. We then characterized

the collection of I/O accesses to each chunk in a constant

epoch (time window). The major dimensions that we used are

summarized in Table I. I/O intensity means the average number

of accesses during a time window. The Read/Write ratio is

used to classify read- or write-dominated patterns. We study

I/O randomness/sequentiality through different sequential de-

tection policies [24]. High local-access ratio [4] describes a

scenario in which most of the requests concentrate on certain

data blocks in a chunk. For example, an overwritten pattern

means a high degree of local access of write requests. The

access patterns are defined from one or multiple dimensions.

To quantify the internal characteristics, we defined four d-

ifferent classifications of chunk access patterns, as shown in

Table II. Taxonomy rule 1 is based on the intensity. Taxonomy

rule 2 is based on the degree of the sequentiality and ran-

domness. Taxonomy rule 3 combines the aforementioned two

dimensions, sequentiality and randomness, with theread/write

ratio. Taxonomy rule 4 differentiates various write patterns,

considering sequentiality and local-access simultaneously.

Fig. 1. Chunk access frequency cumulative distribution function (CDF).

B. I/O Traces

We characterized a set of block-level IO traces that were

collected from two kinds of enterprise storage systems. The

IO traces that wereused in ChewAnalyzer include:

• MSRC traces. The Microsoft Research Cambridge (M-

SRC) block-level IO traces collected I/O requests on 36

volumes in 13 servers in about one week [9].

• NetApp traces. Two kinds of NetApp block-level IO

traces were collected on NetApp®E-Series disk arrays

[10]. One was from a Hadoop Distributed File System

(HDFS) server that ran for about 8 hours. The other came

from a backup server that ran for about one day.

C. Observations

Observation 1: Access patterns at the chunk level might be

predictable over long periods.

Table III summarizes the I/O traces from the two storage

systems. Chunk size was set to 1024MB. We calculated the

total I/O count and I/O size in each chunk. Then we sorted

them based on the accumulative I/O count and I/O size,

respectively. For example, “Access to Top 5% I/O” means the

ratio of the number of I/Os in the top 5% of chunks that

have the most I/O accesses to the total I/O number in all

the chunks. “Access to Top 5% Data” means the ratio of the

total I/O size of the top 5% of chunks that have the greatest

accumulative I/O sizes to the size of all the I/Os. In most

cases, most of the accesses concentrate on a small portion of

the data. Thus, we can improve data movement mainly by

paying more attention to these active chunks. We set a tuple

of thresholds to distinguish the I/O intensities of Taxonomy

rule 1 in Table I (i.e., non-access means zero access, inactive

means fewer than two accesses in a time window, and the

rest are active). Figure 1 shows the function of chunk access

frequency cumulative distribution for different I/O workloads.

It shows that the inactive data chunks in most cases were

rarely accessed (less than twice in a 30-minute time window).

Therefore, we can place them on HDDs. More surprisingly,

most of the data chunks were never accessed in most of the

periods. Therefore, these data chunks can reside on HDDs,

they also can be grouped together and can be managed with

a bigger chunk size.

The existing work of workload analysis shows that the

active data set remains for a long duration in most of the

workloads [27]. This case is similar to Taxonomy rule 1 in

Table II. We studied the access patterns of different workloads

based on Taxonomy rule 3 in Table II. Sequential detection



TABLE II
CHUNK ACCESS PATTERN CLASSIFICATION EXAMPLES.

Taxonomy rule 1 Non-access Inactive Active
Taxonomy rule 2 Sequential Random
Taxonomy rule 3 Sequential Random Read Random Write
Taxonomy rule 4 Sequential write Fully random write Overwritten

TABLE III
SUMMARIZATION OF I/O TRACES.

Trace R/W (GB) R/W IO Ra-
tio

Access to Top
5% IO (%)

Access to Top
20% IO (%)

Access to Top
5% Data (%)

Access to Top
20% Data (%)

proj 2 1015.95/168.68 7.07 21.02 48.24 14.32 45.14
prxy 0 3.04/53.80 0.03 65.24 94.43 54.33 89.15
hadoop13 189.31/422.31 4.17 13.31 43.27 31.27 56.67
backup15 161.98/194.9 1.55 59.79 96.39 59.63 97.67

was implemented by identifying the distance between the

Logical Block Address (LBA) of two consecutive requests

(512 KB used in [20]). The results of analytical chunk-

level characterization of these IO traces show that the access

patterns of many chunks and of some of the adjacent chunks

can be regular in a period of time, which can potentially be

used to optimize data management in a heterogeneous storage

system.

On the one hand, repetitive patterns occur in many of the

chunks. For traces like hadoop13, backup15 and proj 2,

the patterns repeat in a 10-minute, 1-hour, and 1-day du-

ration, respectively. With such information, we can predict

the future access patterns and migrate data accordingly. The

access patterns we analyzed in this model tended to be stable

over long durations. For example, the random write access

pattern always concentrated on certain chunks and repeated

occasionally. In prxy 0, we found that 10% of the chunks

stay mostly in a random write pattern. Therefore, if a storage

system has enough free SCM space, it is best that we place

these chunks on SCM. On the other hand, the correlation

between chunk accesses is similar to the spatial locality in

a cache study but in a much longer period. This observation

inspires us to define proper patterns and to match each of them

to a certain type of device.

Observation 2: Chunk access pattern might not change

linearly.

A previous study of tiered storage employed a heat-based

approach [16] to guide the data movement between tiers. The

most common metric is the access frequency (i.e., the heat) of

a chunk [20]. Data is moved based on the chunk temperature

and data access intensity is supposed to increase gradually.

Based on this assumption, data migration is carried out in a

slow and conservative way. However, because of bursty I/Os,

the access intensity in certain chunks might not increase or

decrease linearly. In some cases, the access pattern is only

moderately hot and stable for a while without the appearance

of obvious intense or cold patterns. Moreover, in many cases,

certain access patterns occur suddenly but also disappear

quickly. And current big data processing applications have

their own access characteristics. On an HDFS data server,

Window (Time Interval=1 Hour)

Chunk ID (Size=1GB)

Spatial correlation

Repetitive

 

Fig. 2. Diagram of chunk access patterns in consecutive time windows for
the backup15 trace.

I/O requests are usually read sequentially from disks and are

accessed randomly over and over as shown in Figure 2. After

analyzing these cases, it is difficult to presume that data access

will follow a hot-to-warm-to-cold pattern.

Data flows tier by tier might be inefficient in a storage

system that incorporates diverse storage pools. Movement of

data from one tier to the next tier not only increases data

migration cost, but it also creates potentially unnecessary

downstream and upstream data movement. This movement

might waste the valuable I/O bandwidth between tiers. For

example, if a chunk that is initially in the slowest tier becomes

hot, it has to go through a middle tier before it movesg to the

fastest tier. Considering the different intrinsic properties of

each storage device, there might not be a linear order that can

be arranged in these devices.

III. THE FRAMEWORK OF CHEWANALYZER

A. Overview

Let’s consider a configuration with multiple storage pools.

To overcome the shortcomings of tier by tier data management,

the storage pools are fully connected so that data can be moved

between any two of them. Suppose that we have n storage

pools. Figure 3 presents an overview of ChewAnalyzer in

that scenario. The I/O Monitor keeps collecting the necessary



I/O access statistical information in real time. It monitors the

incoming I/O requests and tracks the performance results of

request executions on the storage devices such as the latency of

each request and the queue length of each storage pool. Then

ChewAnalyzer analyzes the I/O access information mainly

through two major components, a Hierarchical Classifier (HC)

and a Chunk Placement Recommender (CPR).

The HC [26], [30] is used to perform flexible access

pattern classification for each chunk according to a list of

predefined taxonomy rules. ChewAnalyzer uses HC to find

the appropriate chunks to place on the fastest pool (e.g. SCM)

and then to select chunks to place on the second-fastest pool

and so on, until all the data chunks have been placed. The

HC process is triggered during selection of data chunks on

multiple storage pools (target pools). HC groups data chunks

into a set of categories on the basis of one taxonomy rule at

each level. A taxonomy rule is defined as a dimension.

We build a benchmark tool to calculate the relative weight

values in one dimension for various types of devices. Then we

use a threshold to partition chunks based on their weighted

values, as shown in Figure 3. After one classification level

is finished, CPR looks up the status of the target pools and

recommends data placement policies based on the Pattern-to-

Pool Chunk Placement Library. If the available storage space

and available performance capability in the targeted pools are

sufficient for CPR to generate final data placement policies,

chunk pattern classification and detection in HC stop at this

level. Otherwise, the next hierarchical classification in HC

is triggered. After HC finishes, each chunk is selected to

be placed in a certain targeted pool. Finally, the placement

policies are delivered to the Storage Manager, which makes

the final decisions about data movement. In the next section,

we describe this process in detail.

Fig. 3. Overview of ChewAnalyer.

B. ChewAnalyzer Deployment: HC and Chunk Placement

To classify a large set of chunks into different access

patterns, ChewAnalyzer uses a Hierarchical Classifier (HC)

[26], [30] instead of a flat classifier to group chunks level

by level. To explain the HC methodology, we first introduce

several notations in Table IV.

TABLE IV
NOTATIONS IN CHEWANALYZER.

Notation Definition
chunk(i) The i− th chunk
n The total number of pools
x The total number of chunks
d The total number of dimensions for chunk

characterization
n The total number of storage pools
Size(i) The size of chunk i
FreeSpace(i) The total free space on the i− th pool
Performance(i) The current required performance value on

the i− th pool [20] (IOPS, throughput)
Peak(i) The peak performance of the i− th pool
dimensioni The i−th dimension for workload profiling
h The depth of HC
Pstatus(i) The status of the i− th pool

We use the set, D, to represent all the workload charac-

terization dimensions that are used in ChewAnalyzer, denoted

as:

D = {dimensioni}, 1 ≤ i ≤ d (1)

D includes the normal dimensions (e.g. I/O intensity) in

Table I for chunk level I/O access characterization. Then at

each level, we define a taxonomy rule to partition the chunks

into different groups on the basis of their access patterns. The

dimension that is used in each taxonomy rule determines the

results of the partitions. The idiosyncrasies of each storage

pool are respected in defining the taxonomy rules. In this

paper, to define a taxonomy rule, we introduce a metric and

the relative weight.

To quantify the access differences among diverse storage

devices, we develop a benchmark tool with pre-configured

access patterns and run it on different devices to measure the

performance. For each dimension, we calculate the relative

weight for each type of device. This process is known as

pattern-to-pool assertion by treating each storage device as

a black box. We then compare the performance results to

get the performance differences, or weights. For example, if

we have two storage pools, SSD and SCM, their read/write

accesses perform differently. We run our benchmark tool to

find the average read and write performance for SSD and for

SCM individually. Based on the average performance for each

device, we obtain the weights of a write request and of a read

request on SSD and on SCM. Other factors, such as device

lifetime, can also be considered. For example, flash-based

SSDs are more sensitive and more fragile for write patterns,

so we can amplify the weight value by w0. The weight of

write to read on SSD can be calculated as:

Weight ssd(write) = Weight ssd(read) ∗ w0 (2)



The weight value of each access on a chunk is determined

by the dimensions in the current level and in the previous

levels as well. We define a weight function of the access, x,

in dimensioni as Wi(x). In level 1, if we use dimensionj

to characterize the access pattern, the weight of access x on

chunk(i) is:

Weight(x)(1) = Wj(x) (3)

In level k + 1, if dimensionq is used, the total weight of

x on chunk(i) can be calculated as:

Weight(x)(k + 1) = Wq(x) ∗Weight(x)(k) (4)

The total weight on chunk(i) is accumulated by the total

accesses on this chunk.
Chunk placement decisions are closely related to the pool

status. If, and only if, the required resources of all the chunks

are met in a pool, the placement decisions are considered

to be valid. The performance ability of the pool is a factor

in achieving acceptable Quality of Services (QoS) for the

requests. We employ the approximate performance metric as

in [20] by considering both IOPS and throughput. We define

the current pool status as an AND operation of both free space

and the available performance of this pool, denoted as:

Pstatus(i) =FreeSpace(i)&&(Peak(i)− Performance(i))
(5)

The pool status includes the remaining free space of each

pool as FreeSpace(i) and the total available performance a-

bility of each pool. If both are positive numbers, the placement

policies are valid.
After we finish the computation of the weight value at a

certain level, a set of thresholds based on the storage space

of each pool is used to partition the chunks. These thresholds

are usually set based on the Pattern-to-Pool Chunk Placement

Library.
We build a Pattern-to-Pool Chunk Placement Library to

guide ChewAnalyzer to make data placement decisions. This

library takes into consideration the idiosyncrasies of each

storage pool. For example, an SSD pool might be suitable for

random read accesses, but it is also fitting for sequential read

I/Os. For a single-level cell (SLC)-based flash pool, random

write I/Os are still good candidates. There might be priorities

for the CPR to determine which one should be selected first.

To set each weight value, we can also consider the penalty of

putting the chunks with such patterns into the pool, such as

the lifetime impact, power consumption and so on.
When the chunk-level I/O access information arrives, Chew-

Analyzer chooses one dimension to divide the chunks into

several pattern groups. For example, if HC uses the I/O

intensity dimension, it partitions the data chunks into n groups

at most (because we have n pools) based on the number of

I/O accesses. It can contain fewer than n groups as long as the

storage pools can keep all the chunks. If the results are not

sufficient for the Storage Manager to make a data placement

decision, another dimension is added to partition the chunks

in the next level. If HC goes to the last level, ChewAnalyze

selects the chunks to place in different pools.

The ordering of taxonomy rules to build the HC plays an

important role in classification efficiency. To fully utilize the

resources, ChewAnalyzer strives to completely fill the fastest

pool with data chunks. Thus, HC first chooses one dimension

to sieve the chunks that can be served better on the fastest pool

than on the rest of the pools. If the sieved chunks cannot all

be kept on the fastest pool, HC goes to the next level, using

another dimension to partition further. For example, for the

SCM pool, it is preferable to keep as many data chunks as

possible that are going to be accessed, so we use I/O intensity

to select the most active data chunks for placement into SCM.

It is better to place chunks with random write patterns on SCM

than to place random read chunks on SCM, if both intensities

are almost equal.

ChewAnalyzer employs hierarchical taxonomy rules to clas-

sify and to characterize chunks. The major advantage of

using HC is to divide the chunks into different categories

progressively. When HC has reached the highest level, some

chunks might not have not satisfied all the top placement

policies from the Pattern-to-Pool library. In that case, the

placement decisions start from the fastest pool and move

progressively to the slowest pool , and chunks are selected

based on the weight in a pool in the remaining list until each

successive pool is full. Finally, after the selection process, each

chunk is placed in a certain pool. To make ChewAnalyzer

more flexible, system designers can indicate more than one

pool as the top priority placement decision for certain access

patterns.

The placement decision of chunk(i) in the j − th pool is

denoted as:

Placement(i) = j, 1 ≤ i ≤ x, 1 ≤ j ≤ n (6)

where x is the total number of chunks and n is the total number

of pools.

C. Storage Manager

The placement policies are recommended by CPR and then

are delivered to the Storage Manager to carry out the data

placements or migrations. This data movement might degrade

pool performance temporarily. In the worst case, the migra-

tion requests consume extensive amounts of I/O resources,

and storage pools cannot complete the application requests.

To accommodate the incoming application I/O requests and

the pool utilization, Storage Manager makes final placement

decisions that avoid such situations. It periodically looks up

the current status of all the storage pools, and it also asks for

information about workload statistics from the I/O Monitor.

The way that migration is scheduled depends on the current

workload burden. To avoid performance degradation of I/O

traffic for the foreground requests, the migration requests are

first appended into a separate background process. The data

migration process is activated when the target pool and the

source pool both are available to allow data migration requests

to be carried out. A deadline is given to each migration request.

If the deadline expires before the next available period, new

data migration policies are considered.



IV. EVALUATION

We evaluated ChewAnalyzer by replaying real enterprise

block I/O traces on a Linux platform. We built a three-pool

prototype that was based on Linux device mapper (DM) [3].

We used Linux kernel version 4.4. The heterogeneous storage

controller worked as a standard Linux block driver in the DM,

which managed the block devices linearly. Our trace replay

engine was implemented through libaio [8] on the user level.

We enhanced the heterogeneous storage controller to perform

chunk-level data migration by using the “kcopyd” mechanism

in the DM [7]. The chunk migration manager communicated

with ChewAnalyzer through sysfs [13]. Data chunks were

triggered to move from one pool to another. To maintain the

mapping after migration, we recorded the chunks by using a

mapping table in the memory. Each tuple contained the logical

chunk ID and the physical address chunk ID on a pool. We

run the experiments on a Dell PowerEdge server that was

configured with a Seagate 8 TB HDD, a Samsung 850 PRO

512GB SSD, 48GB DDR3 memory (SCM was emulated by

changing the memmap kernel parameter [12]), and an Intel

Xeon E5-2407 2.20 GHz CPU.

Sequential detection was non-trivial. In our evaluation,

sequential I/O patterns were carefully classified and detected

as in [24]. The baseline methods that we used to compare with

ChewAnalyzer contained the following two existing policies:

• Greedy IOPS-only Dynamic Tiering (IOPS-only):
IOPS-only is used widely as a heuristic approach to group

hot data. This policy measures the IOPS on each chunk

to migrate data chunks tier by tier.

• Extent-Based Dynamic Tiering (EDT) [20]: EDT mi-

grates fixed size data chunks tier by tier considering both

IOPS and random/sequential accesses.

We ran the four policies by replaying the four traces as

summarized in Table III, prxy 0, proj 2, hadoop13, and

backup15. To carry out migration, we devided the running

time into fixed-size epochs (45-minute for prxy 0, 1-hour for

proj 2, and 20-minute for both hadoop13 and backup15). In

addition, the total number of requests in each window was

set to less than 20,000, and chunk size is set to 256MB.

In the following experiments, the storage configurations as

(SCM, SSD) for hadoop13, backup15, proj 2, and prxy 0
are (10GB, 100GB), (10GB, 100GB), (10GB, 40GB), and

(2GB, 10GB), respectively.

Figure 4 shows the normalized average I/O latency. For all

four cases, the IOPS-only policy has the highest latency. With

lower I/O latency, ChewAnalyzer outperforms EDT and IOPS-

only. Compared with IOPS-only, ChewAnalyzer accelerates

I/O access for the four different configurations by 26%, 13%,

24%, and 23%, respectively. ChewAnalyzer’s acceleration is

exceptionally high in comparison because IOPS-only and EDT

do not perform fine-grained access pattern classification. With

HC, ChewAnalyzer analyzes more access pattern dimensions.

Figure 5 depicts the normalized total amount of data that

was migrated. For the backup trace, both IOPS-only and EDT

have almost the same amount of migration load. ChewAn-

Fig. 4. Normalized average I/O latency for the four policies.

Fig. 5. Normalized total data migration amount

alyzer has 45% less migration load compared with IOPS-

only. For the prxy 0 trace, ChewAnalyzer reduced the total

amount of data that migrated by 46% and 64% compared

with EDT and IOPS-only, respectively. Both IOPS-only and

EDT perform data movement tier by tier, which can incur

extra migration load. In addition, the migration overhead hurts

overall performance if storage devices are connected through

an external network.

Another factor to consider is that flash-based SSDs have

asymmetric read and write speeds. Moreover, flash has a

wear-out problem that affects the lifetime of the drives. In

the configuration of the Chunk-to-Pattern Chunk Placement

Library, ChewAnalyzer prioritizes the write-dominated chunks

on SCM to reduce the write load on the SSD. Figure 6 shows

the normalized write request distribution on each pool for the

prxy 0 trace. ChewAnalyzer increases the write load on SCM

but reduces the total write times on the SSD. This approach

significantly reduces the write load on SSD and lengthens its

useful life.

In summary, our experiments show that ChewAnalyzer

outperforms the other two policies by lowering the average

I/O latency. In addition, it reduces the migration load and the

random write load on an SSD.

V. RELATED WORK

Following is a summay of related work and a comparison

with ChewAnalyzer.

A. Tiered Storage Management

Recent research has focused on improving storage cost and

utilization efficiency in different storage tiers. ExaPlan [23]

[22] considers access-pattern-aware data placement by using

a queueing model to minimize system’s mean response time

for large tiered storage systems. It mainly supports SSDs



Fig. 6. Distribution of write requests on each pool.

and HDDs, as well as their disk-array counterparts. Guerra

et al. [20] built a dynamic tiering system that combines

SSDs with SAS and SATA disks to minimize costs and

power consumption. IOPS and throughput are considered to

carefully control the overhead because of the extent-based

migration. CAST [16] provides insights into the design of a

tiered storage management framework for cloud-based data

analytical workloads. File-level based HSM [21] [31] takes

advantage of the fact that data does not have the same value

during any given period of time for applications. In HSM,

data migration conditions are typically based on the ages

of files, the types of files,the popularity of files, and the

availability of free space on the storage device [21]. However,

the mechanisms that have been used in earlier approaches

cannot be directly applied to fully connected differentiated

storage pools that including SCM, SSDs, and HDDs, mainly

because these mechanisms generally ignore the special read

and write properties between SSDs and SCM. ChewAnalyzer

uses a different method to determine and to use access patterns

to facilitate data placement, and it focuses on multiple storage

pools (≥ 3), each of which consists of one type of storage

device.

B. I/O Workload Characterization

The theory of I/O workload characterization provides a

useful abstraction for describing workloads more concisely,

particularly with respect to how they behave in hierarchical s-

torage systems. A large body of work from the storage commu-

nity explores methods for representing workloads concisely.

Chen et al. [29] and Seo et al. [15] exploit workload features

through machine learning techniques. Tarasov et al. extract

and model large-block I/O workloads with feature matrices

[32]. Delimitrou et al. model network traffic workloads by

using Markov chains [19]. Bonfire [38] accelerates the cache

warm up by using more efficient preload methods. Windows

SuperFetch [14] preloads the frequently used system and

application information and libraries into memory based on

the historical usage pattern to reduce the system boot and ap-

plication launching time. CAST [16], a storage tiering frame-

work, performs cloud storage allocation and data placement

for analytical workloads to achieve high performance cost-

effectively. These related studies focus mostly on identifying

the data that should be brought into the fast tier for higher

efficiency based only on IOPS and intensity of workloads,

but ChewAnalyzer concentrates on seeking chunk-level data

management to efficiently incorporate differentiated storage

pools.

C. SSD and SCM Deployment in Storage Systems

Deployment of NAND flash memory based SSDS in storage

systems has increased over the past decade because of its

advantages, such as its light weight, high performance and

low power consumption. However, the limited P/E cycles may

accelerate wear-out of flash chips in SSDs, which is always a

potential reliability issue in SSD-based storage systems [25]

[17]. The relative high cost of write operations is still the

performance bottleneck of flash memory. Hybrid HDD and

SSD storage systems have been extensively studied [34]. For

example, GREM presents dynamic SSD resource allocation

in virtual machine envrioments [37]. Today’s PCIe-based

SCMs represent an astounding 1000X performance increase

compared with traditional spinning disks (∼100,000 IOPS

versus ∼100) [28]. To maximize the value that is derived from

high-cost SCM, storage systems must consistently be able

to saturate these devices. Despite the attractive performance

of these devices, it is very challenging to effectively slot

them into existing systems. Hardware and software must be

designed together with an aim of maximizing efficiency. In

ChewAnalyzer, we better utilize the unique price-performance

tradeoff and idiosyncrasies of SCM, SSDs, and HDDs in a

fully connected differentiated storage system.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have studied an architecture with fully connected differ-

entiated storage pools. To analyze the internal access patterns

and to efficiently place data in such a complete topology,

we propose a chunk-level storage-aware workload analyzer

framework, abbreviated as ChewAnalyzer. In particular, Chew-

Analyzer employs a Hierarchical Classifier to analyze the

chunk patterns step by step. ChewAnalyzer improves the initial

data placement and migrates data into the proper pools directly

and efficiently. In this study, we did not consider variable

size chunks, the connection cost , or the available bandwidth

between different storage pools. These considerations will be

included in our future studies.
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